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Introduction: Pedestal (Pd) craters, where both 

the crater and ejecta blanket are perched above the 
immediate surrounding terrain, are unique to Mars [1] 
(Fig. 1).  Early attempts to identify a formation 
mechanism for these phenomena relied primarily on 
deflation: eolian erosion removes the surrounding ma-
terials, leaving the crater and ejecta elevated.  An ar-
moring agent of uncertain origin prevents the ejecta 
blanket from receding entirely [2,3].  However, eolian 
deflation cannot easily explain the approximately cir-
cular planform of Pd craters, leaving the actual forma-
tion mechanism controversial [1,4].   

In this study we 
investigate a new model of 
formation based on 
sublimation of ice-rich, 
fine-grained surrounding 
terrain.  We have used 
THEMIS VIS and daytime 
IR imagery to determine 
the distribution of all Pd 
craters with diameters >0.7 
km in the 0°N to 60°N 
latitude zone.  Comparisons 
of the latitudinal extent of 
Pd craters to that of ground 
ice, as revealed by the Mars 

Odyssey Gamma Ray and Neutron Spectrometer 
(GRNS), show a strong correlation.  In addition, we 
analyzed physical attributes of the craters, including 
lobateness (Γ) and ejecta mobility (EM) ratio.   

The Role of Ice-Rich Material: Viking data 
analysis revealed that Pd craters are concentrated in 
fine-grained materials.  Recent proposals for a forma-
tion mechanism have taken advantage of the realiza-
tion that many of the regions containing Pd craters 
may also be ice-rich [1].  Areas containing near-
surface volatiles, as identified by GRNS, strongly cor-
respond to regions proposed to have been covered in 
ice during past obliquity cycles.  Under current climate 
conditions, subsurface ice is unstable within the upper 
meter or so of the regolith in equatorial regions.  
Ground ice at lower latitudes will sublimate and water 
vapor will diffuse through the regolith.  This vapor 
eventually dissipates into the atmosphere and is depos-
ited at higher latitudes, primarily in the polar ice caps 
[5,6].  Models of the persistence of ground ice as a 

function of latitude and depth suggest that porous in-
terstitial ice can persist at shallow depths due to recon-
densation of water vapor from greater depths.  This 
can occur despite continuous atmospheric diffusion, 
creating a steady-state ice table [7].  Models show that 
ice can be maintained for geologically long timescales 
below this ice table.  Pd craters excavating below this 
depth could entrain these volatiles in their ejecta.   

The relationship between Pd crater formation and 
ice-rich material necessarily creates a correlation be-
tween Pd crater distribution and the history of Mars’ 
climate.  Martian climate models show that during 
periods of high obliquity (>35°), increased insolation 
to the polar regions during the summer removes vola-
tiles from the polar caps and deposits them at lower 
latitudes [6,8].  Atmospheric humidity increases, and 
the latitude at which surface ice is stable moves toward 
the equator.  During periods of low obliquity this lati-
tudinal limit is usually around 60°, but at high obliqui-
ties the ice stability zone moves to ~30°.  Most models 
also predict increased wind strength during the high 
obliquity eras, raising the atmospheric dust content.  
This dust is incorporated into the ice, potentially yield-
ing several-meter-thick, fine-grained, ice-rich deposits 
between 30° and 60° [5,8,9].  When the obliquity de-
creases, the atmosphere dries and the ice-rich layer 
between 30° and 60° desiccates.  The sublimated ice 
eventually returns to the poles, leaving behind an ice-
poor regolith, although the generally short durations of 
low obliquity periods are not likely to completely re-
move the ice from the mid-latitudes [5,6,7,9].   

Pedestal Crater Distribution: This study reveals 
that the highest concentrations of Pd craters exist pre-
dominantly in these once ice-rich regions.  In the 
northern hemisphere, Pd craters exist almost exclu-
sively above 33ºN, with the exception of an isolated 
field in the Medusae Fossae Formation (MFF) between 
7ºN and 12ºN.  The majority exists in the 45ºN and 
60ºN latitude zone (Fig. 2).  This latitudinal band of 
craters encompasses most longitudes, with a paucity in 
Tempe Terra and enhanced concentrations in Utopia 
Planitia and east of Acidalia Planitia.  

We also see a strong correlation of Pd crater distri-
bution with water-rich regions revealed by GRNS.  
Because the GRNS map consists of data taken during 
the present low obliquity period, any region which is 
rich in subsurface volatiles today was likely to have 
been even more saturated during high obliquity.  Be-
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tween 0ºN and 60ºN, the latitudes with the highest 
water content are generally above 45ºN, but dip as low 
as 35ºN, roughly matching the trend in Pd crater dis-
tribution.  Aligning the curvilinear boundary between 
high and low water content near 45ºN with the south-
ern extent of Pd craters in the northern hemisphere 
yields a loose but significant similarity in the latitu-
dinal peaks and troughs.   

Pedestal Crater Attributes and Onset Diame-
ters: Lobateness (Γ), a measure of ejecta sinuosity, is 
calculated from the ejecta perimeter (P) and area (A): 

Γ = P/(4πA)1/2 

Pd craters in this study have Γ values ranging from 
1.01 to 2.49, with a mode of 1.05 and a mean of 1.1.  Γ 
= 1 indicates a perfectly circular ejecta blanket, while 
higher values correspond to greater sinuosity.  Our 
data show trends in regional distribution, with one 
identifiable Γ peak occuring between Utopia Planitia 
and Arcadia Planitia at around 56ºN, 160ºE.  The lim-
ited number of Pd craters in the northern hemisphere’s 
mid-latitudes – between 30ºN and 40ºN – tend to have 
lower Γ values; only one crater at these latitudes has Γ 
>1.2.  Higher values exist above 40ºN and in the MFF.   

Ejecta mobility (EM) measures the ejecta extent as 
a function of crater size: 

EM = (ejecta extent)/(crater radius) 
EM ratios of Pd craters in this study range from 1.2 to 
13.2, with a mode of 3 and a mean of 3.27.  The region 
that shows a peak in Γ also shows high EM ratios.  
Two other regions contain fields with particularly high 
EM ratios: one is east of Acidalia Planitia at roughly 
48ºN, 10ºE, and the other is west of Utopia Planitia at 
about 55 ºN, 70ºE.  EM ratios between 30ºN and 40ºN 
were all below 2 with the exception of one crater with 
an EM ratio of 2.55.  Like lobateness, EM ratios in-
crease above 40ºN and in the MFF.  

EM ratio is generally believed to reflect ejecta ma-
terial fluidity at the time of ejecta emplacement [1].  
Higher EM ratios suggest greater fluidity of material, 

corresponding to a greater concentration of subsurface 
volatiles.  With the exception of MFF, all regions iden-
tified as having high EM ratios and lobateness values 
coincided with areas of high water content within the 
soil as defined on the GRNS map.  This finding thus 
supports the aforementioned relationship between the 
physical appearance of Pd crater ejecta blankets and 
emplacement into volatile-rich material.    

Because Pd craters with diameters <0.7 km were 
not incorporated into this study, definite onset diame-
ters at varying latitudes cannot be established.  From 
the Pd craters measured, we have, however, identified 
an increase in mean diameter as latitude decreases 
(Fig. 2).  The mean diameter appears to be roughly constant 
at 1.3 km between 45ºN and 60ºN.  It rises roughly exponen-
tially moving southward.  The average diameter of 2.9 km in 
the  30ºN to 35ºN band is more than double the value for the 
highly populated region between 45ºN and 60ºN.  All Pd 
craters are small; even at low latitudes there are no signifi-
cant fields marked solely by Pd craters >2-km-diameter.   

Discussion: Results of this study suggest that Pd 
craters form from small impacts into ice-rich material 
deposited during high obliquity periods.  During low 
obliquity periods, ice sublimates from the fine-grained 
material, leaving the crater and ejecta blanket perched 
above the surroundings.  This effect is most pro-
nounced for smaller craters which form almost entirely 
within the fine-grained volatile-rich layer.  This model 
is supported by the following observations: (1) correla-
tion between Pd crater distribution and regions where 
ice-rich mantling material would be deposited during 
high obliquity periods, (2) small size (typically <2-km-
diameter) of Pd craters, (3) high EM and Γ values, 
suggesting the ejecta was volatile-rich during em-
placement, (4) increase in mean diameter southward, 
indicating larger amounts of ice have sublimated from 
the mantling layer’s southern boundary, and (5) corre-
lation of Pd craters with the distribution of volatile-
rich near-surface materials revealed by GRNS.  We are 

currently extending this analysis to the 
southern hemisphere to determine if 
similar results are seen there. 
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